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Abstract 

The existence of youth restiveness in the society and institutions of learning 

implies the existence of moral decadence which can cause an increase and 

proliferation of bad moral values of the individual that constitute that 

society. Youths are both boys and girls as the state of being young, early life, 

the period immediately succeeding childhood. Youths are young adult who to 

assume responsibilities in any given society. Therefore, the society looks up 

to her young for quality leadership, knowledge, integrity and enthusiasm, 

without a nation cannot prosper. To become a true leader of tomorrow, the 

youths seriously need encouragement both from the civil society, the church 

and other religious bodies. We can at least prepare our children for the 

future. This implies that we can teach our children how to face the future. 

This can be done through the use of language; Language touches on every 

sphere of human activity. It is an important lubricant for organizational 

machineries. This paper focuses attention on English language and language 

education, youth, youth and their potentials, the predominant ills of the 

youth and how can language be utilized to curb youth restiveness. 

Recommendations were given on how language can be used to curb the 

menace. 

 Keywords: English language, Language Education, Youth Potentials, 

Predominant Ills and restiveness. 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction: 

Education is the backbone of any nation and the wealth of a nation lies 

its vibrant youths. When youths in a nation have a right mindset and are given 

the right education educational environment, the education and the student are 

at variance with the laid down norms and chaos and retrogression which can be 



given rise to moral decadence and thus, social ills or problems. Educational 

institutions in Nigeria are as rife with youths restiveness that they can be 

referred to as morally decadent institutions, (Obera, 2019:110) 

For substantial national development to take place sustainably, the 

Nigerian society does not only need to adopt, but perfect the teaching of 

language education for easy communication. The significant place of language 

in development of succinctly portrayed in the epigrammatic Bible narrative of 

the building of the tower of Babel, where, as the people labored to attain the 

summit of the tower, which would supposedly have brought man to physical 

communion with the Almighty, they were abruptly plunged into confusion by 

the super natural pronouncement of God which made the builders speak in 

alien tongues, one not understanding the other. The project, therefore, was 

aborted, driving home the point that language is central to communication 

hence development, (Bassey and Alexander, 2016: 237).  

The existence of youth restiveness in the society and institutions of 

learning implies the existence of moral decadence which can cause an increase 

and proliferation of bad moral values of the individuals that constitute that 

society. It is a decay in the ethical values and norms that should govern the 

behavior of the individuals in the society. In a morally decadent society, what 

is wrong is seen as right and the society upholds abhorrent attributes, (Offrey, 

2016). Relating the above to our educational sector has been beclouded and 

bedeviled with innumerable immoral acts. Ivory towers or citadels of learning 

have been turned into breeding grounds for hoodlums, Rascals, rapists, 

prostitutes and miscreants. These calibers of youths indulge in restive attitudes 

that are giving their institutions and the nation sleepless nights. These 

educational institutions are fast losing their moral and values. What can we do 

to curb or change this ugly trend and menace in our educational system? 

Nigeria is an equalitarian society where there are ideals like peace, fairness, 

law and order, brotherhood, social and equitable justice. These collective ideals 

are however, being truncated thus, social ills are the present bane of citizenry 

and these have daring consequences, (Igbuzor, 2011). 

 

The English Language 

English Language is one of the major languages of the world. At the 

beginning of the 18
th

 to 19
th

 century, English was the language of barely 15 

million people. Today it is used by over 300 million people and it is second to 

Chinese, whose primary number is accounted for largely vast main land of 

China, (Charles-Zalakoro, 2020:63). Daramola, (2001) Daramola said that, the 

supremacy of English as a world language is a relic of the age when Great 
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Britain was an important world power, Metcalfe and Astle 2000. Although, 

Nigeria boasts of 521 identifiable indigenous language, English is essentially 

the lingua franca, the official languages of government transaction, commerce 

and international diplomacy and instruction. Obanya, (2002) opined that the 

prominence of English language reflects on the Nigeria society in the 

“disquieting impact” has created on the people’s culture, observing that there is 

prevalence of contemporary anglo-centric inclination of Nigeria families”, 

where every child is made to acquire and learn the English language right from 

infancy, with the parents believing that it would give such children a head start 

in school and society Blench, (2019). While we hold certain reservation about 

such dominant status, English Language enjoys in Nigeria, viewing it as a 

nagging dimension of neo-imperialism, we are constrained by the fact that a 

feasible indigenous language suitable for adoption as lingua franca is so far 

impossible, due mainly to the divergent uncompromising and self-serving 

ethnic, tribal and/ or regional political sentiments of her people, (Metcalfe & 

Astle 2000) 

Thus, the nation remains saddled with English as the main Language of 

communication, main compulsory school subject with a credit pass being a 

universal requirement of admission into any tertiary programme of a higher 

instruction in the country. According to Bassey and Alexander (2016) before 

the present time, the individual learns the L2 basically within the formal setting 

(School) were the environment is controlled and teaching and learning are 

systematically cultivated. Used professionally and extensively as the main 

medium of international diplomacy and strategy, for promotion of polygonal 

flow of communication and interaction within Nigeria, amongst Nigerians and 

the outside world and intensely emphasized in the system, as it were one would 

expect significant proficiency in the language skills of speaking, listening, 

writing and reading among students. But parents and stakeholders have 

remained perennially appalled by the dismal performance of students in the 

subject and practical communication. 

 

Language Education 

Language education is the teaching and learning of language whether 

the indigenous, foreign or second language. It is a branch of applied linguistics. 

Increasing globalization has created a large need for people in the workface 

who can communicate in multiple language making it very important and 

needful in fostering human connection and dissemination of information in 

such institution. The uses of common languages are in areas such as trade, 
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tourism, international relations, technology, media and science, (Ogunnremi, 

[2015:108) 

According to Maduewesi and Ezeife (2016) language education refers 

to the process and practice of acquiring a second or foreign language. There 

are four main learning categories for language education: communicative 

competencies, proficiencies, cross-cultural experiences and multiple literacies. 

These learning categories have various and strategies of application which can 

be either promoted or affected by culture. People who live in different areas of 

the world have different cultural background and use different languages. 

English as a foreign/second language (EFL/ESL) teaching, it is the most 

important task for teachers to have a through and profound grasp of language 

and culture in order to cultivate students’ communicative competence and 

develop teaching techniques. Language is the only sustainable weapon that can 

bind a multilinguistical nation like Nigeria especially in education and politics. 

The English Language occupies a very significant role in the formation of 

national values and integration of the Nigerian nation and the youths, English 

will continue to enjoy its primary place in our education and media system as a 

medium of instruction, (Ego, 2021). 

 

Youth 

The term youth is an elusive concept which does not have a definite 

comprehensive definition. Different people and disciplines describe youth in 

different ways. Some use age unit to stipulate who a youth is. Oxford advanced 

learner’s Dictionary by Horn (2001) defines youth as the state of being young, 

early life, the period immediately succeeding childhood. Gabreil (2019) 

defines youth as the time of life when one is young, especially the period 

between childhood and maturity. During this period a person is supposed to be 

matured mentally, physically, emotionally, morally and socially. Gabriel 

(2019) observes that youth include boys and girls in past-puberty age, who are 

not yet married and have no intention to remain, bachelors or spinsters, 

elevation to the rank of adult, Gabriel (2019) citing. Ngwoke (1988), defines 

youth as an adolescent, rapidly undergoing some physiological change in the 

body and psych, ushering into puberty; This bodily and mental development is 

remarkably a preparation for assuming a social role proper to adulthood. 

Youths are young adults who are to assume responsibilities in any 

given society. Therefore, the society looks up to her youths for quality 

leadership, knowledge, integrity, and enthusiasm without which a nation 

cannot prosper. They are special gifts belonging not just to a group or nation 

but to the entire society and are to be treasured and nurtured by all and sundry. 
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Youths and their Potentials 

In every existing nation the youths form the larger part of the country’s 

population. Biologically, youths are endowed with physical strength, ability, 

vibrancy, enthusiasm and are industrious. Nkom (2000), observes that youths 

have energy to handle the most tasking and most physically demanding jobs 

and activities in the society. The bridge of development cannot be built without 

the youths. The economy cannot be ran smoothly in its ramifications without 

the youth. It is the energy, vitality and productivity of the youth that move and 

sustain a democratic society for good governance, (Joseph, 2010).  

Psychologically, youths are adventurous courageous, daring, 

innovative, willing to experiment, receptive to all new ideas. They are eager 

for change, ready to embrace new innovations. It is at this stage of life that 

they learn to dream big, to embrace all kinds of fantasies and to get all 

ambitions for the future. Politically youths are expected to be obedient and 

submissive to authority, often without a say. The execution of the orders and 

decisions of the authorities, prosecution of wars that are declared and the ugly 

consequences of the mistakes of the older decision-makers often fall on the 

shoulder of the youth. However, with the changing and growing democratic 

spirit, it has become very necessary that the youth must be accorded an 

increasingly important role in the political and economic decision making 

processes, (Gabriel 2019). The attitude of public authorities towards the youths 

must begin to change fundamentally in order to accommodate reality that the 

youths can no longer be excluded from the political process if the country must 

move forward. Then the youths will be expected to carry out their full 

responsibilities for sustainable development in Nigeria, (Gabriel 2019:94). 

Religiously, the psalmist says: “the fear of God is the beginning of 

Wisdom”’ (Psalm 111: 10) This goes to show that any youth who has the fear 

of God in his heart, that youth can never be found wanting in his or her behave 

in his or her behavior (Eccl 12:1) “says” Remember your creator in the days of 

your youths” In other words, seek to do Gods will in all your endeavours when 

you are still strong. 

 

The Predominant ills of the Youths 

Emmanuel, (2013) stated some of the ills youths are involved in as 

cultism, corruption, kidnapping, drugs, stealing, killing, raping, sexual 

promiscuity, examination malpractice, robbery, religious bigotry etc. Cultism 

and corruption are very common in the society today. According to Jega 

(2013), cultism is a system of religious belief and practice or ideology. Kyra 
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(2009) in obera (2019) defines secret cult as a group of people who share and 

propagate peculiar secret beliefs divulgeable only to its members. Apart from 

these, their initiation procedures often involve secret rituals, life swearing to a 

deity using human blood, feaces, saliva with other procedures that can seen 

shivers down the spines of most people when and if they are divulged. There 

are several other ways of crimes like ritual killings, selling of human body 

parts especially female private parts and witch crafty, (Kendall 2009). 

One cannot imagine how youths who are the leaders of tomorrow are 

totally involved in so many crimes and expect the country to develop to an 

enviable level. How did this destruction of youths come about. Is it the poverty 

level of the society or the falling standard of education where the youth cannot 

hold on to anything reasonable in the society rather than quick money or get 

rich syndrome? The situation is getting get rich syndrome? The situation is 

getting worse during the democratic era because the politician are using them. 

Some prominent members in the society also use them and dump. The youths 

are left with nothing thereby, using the weapons they acquired from the 

politicians for all sorts of crimes in the society, (Encarta, 2005). 

 

How can language be Utilized to curb youths Restiveness 

Eneh (2008) quoting Roosevelt (2006) said we may be able to prepare 

our children for the future, but we cannot prepare the future for our children. 

This implies that we can teach our children how to face the future. This can be 

done through the use of language. Language is the dominant tool used for 

education and or instruction. Whether it is language, graphic or oral, language 

can be used to impact the necessary knowledge on youths. Knowledge may be 

imparted in school through all the subjects and courses and moral education 

using language. Language touches on every sphere of human activity since it is 

an important lubricant for organizational machineries. Through the use of 

language, roles can be identified and assigned to every member of an 

organization. No society can survive without language. Language can be used 

to cause wars and it can be used to restore peace because language can be used 

to aggravate or calm emotions negatively or positively respectively. 

So, since the English language is used for general communication, 

formal, informal, business transactions of studies, the total development and 

well being of the youths can be ensured through the use of language. Udoka 

(2022) noted that “every problem is first and foremost, that of a language. 

Once the language of a problem is understood, the problem is partially solved 

.language is use to pass on facts or fallacy and information is an agent of 

change that can assist youths to change misconceived opinions and ideas.  
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Through language, youths can be given information that can empower them 

economically. Many a youth indulges in restiveness because of poverty. This is 

why most youths are recruited by politicians and rich people and used as touts, 

body guards and even assassination tools.  

  Language can be used in counseling youths to acquire knowledge that 

can free them from misconceptions passed to them by other youths, their peer 

groups or even adults who can use them to achieve some selfish personal 

wishes and gains without compensation. Moreover, language teachers can 

select textual literatures whose themes are woven on characters that 

surmounted challenges that were physical and or mental. These can be used to 

encourage the students\ youths. The youths can also be encouraged to join 

literary/ reading clubs where they can share ideas and vent their latent energies 

and pent up emotions on books and brain crackers with their peer groups for 

relief and education .Advocacy groups can be formed, publish journals and 

other similar avenues where parents, guardians, the general public and the 

youths can be enlightened and educated to steer clear of all forms of social ills 

in schools, churches, mosques and the society in general. The learning content 

of most subject in the curriculum can be laced with some moral teaching to re-

enforce the effort that parents put into bringing up these youths. Through 

language, youths can be given necessary value orientation and re-orientation 

since language can ensure socialization and equip individuals with desired 

mode of behavior that should be in conformity with the laid down tenets of that 

society or institution, (Charles and Musa, 2021).  

  Most youths believe that it is only through restive way to get the 

national cake through which should be instantaneous thus occasioning the get 

rich quick syndrome, language can be used to debunk these beliefs, values and 

misconceptions and inculcate into the youths good and sound moral values of 

hard work, honesty, love for neighbor and country. Drug abuse, cultism, 

kidnapping, ritual killings, gang-sterism, alcoholism, teenage pregnancy, 

raping among others could be decried and branded as unhealthy lifestyle using 

good and appropriate linguistic registers, gestures and mores, (Gregory, 

Oyinyechukwe and Flourish 2021).  

  The degree and level of insecurity in Nigeria based on the available 

statistics by scholars is an issue of concern in our society. It is evident that 

these challenges of insecurity in Nigeria have affected different places, zones 

and one half of Nigeria. Language is a tool that is having several different 

functions and vehicles of life and as such needs to be dealt with. It can be used 

to promote peace and at the same time serves as a tool for destruction. The 

inability of the users to utilize the English Language education rightly has led 
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to most of the restiveness in Nigeria. It is clear effective handling of English 

Language also serves a career opportunity to the youths. Therefore, English 

language education, if properly taken can influence in propagating peace or 

insecurity in Nigeria. Teachers and parents should work on youths in Nigeria 

as a nation in all regions of human endeavor should discard-off from all forms 

worthless language and foul terms which can lead to conflicts and hate 

speeches thereby embracing unity in diversity for the national growth,( 

Gregory, Onyinyechukwu and Flourish, 2021).  

 

Conclusion 

  English Language is a strong means of communication.  Language 

possesses basic interpersonal human relations which gave individual the ability 

to communicate in the society. Such can be interpreted in verbal or written 

forms. Verbal interaction or written type of communication deals with human 

feelings that streamline around social, political and religious arguments and 

some extent persuasive statements geared towards a change in behavior or 

attitude, (Salamatu and Yusuf 2016 36. Nigeria is endowed with about four 

hundred and fifth (450) languages spread all over the six geopolitical Zones, 

(Jinden, 2010). Therefore, government and Non-governmental organizations 

(NGO’s) and well placed individuals of the society can use the different 

languages to organize programmes and training aim at creating awareness of 

moral values, abilities and capabilities for the development of the nation. 

Language use is not only pinned to English Language but members of the 

different communities can form membership of the awareness groups and use 

their languages. The agencies through such enlightenment can be disseminated 

are: Educational institutions, media and music industry, workshops and 

seminars, worship centers. The media cuts across print can use the official 

English language and a portion for the language of the community in order to 

express themselves. 

  Outreach programs can be organized to catch attention of the general 

public, especially at football pitch, market centers and schools at the grassroots 

level. Talks can be presented using the Language of immediate community, 

Pidgin English and the official language-English. The presentation can be done 

in the various languages intermittently. All effects made by government to 

fight restiveness in the society have not yielded the desired results. Many have 

been executed for drugs have been made and a host of traffickers and users 

have sentenced to various not stop. This, therefore, calls for more proactive 

approach. To curb restiveness, parents and society should come together in 

collaboration with the government to give your young ones standard education 
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(formal and informal) that will not only empower them with the 

entrepreneurial skills for self reliance but also assist the youth in taking the 

right decisions which will go a long way in addressing those ills in Nigeria 

education system and the society at large. 

 

Recommendations 

  Having discussed the role of English Language education to curb 

youths restiveness, the following recommendations are made: 

1. Advocacy groups can be formed, publish journals and other similar 

avenues where parents, guardians and the youths can be enlightened and 

educate to steer clear of all forms of social ills. 

2. Since everyone uses language in every aspect of life, different 

languages should be used to disseminated the goodness of moral values to live 

well in life. 

3. The enlightenment programs should start from the primary schools to 

tertiary institution in Nigeria. 

4. Teachers of English and other religious institutions should contribute 

their quote if this gargantuan battle is to be won. 

5. Teachers and parents should live by example and provide moral, 

psychological and physical support to youths to help them avoid or deal with 

deviant behaviors like drug abuse, cultism kidnapping and malpractices. 

6. Teachers and parents should help to identify children who exhibit 

behaviors that reflect restiveness and be equipped with the knowledge of 

managing these youths that are prone to social problems apart from working 

effectively with them. 
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